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Description nf To help teach the concept of solid waste management, you will find the enclosed program support materials:

Support Planet Patroi Wall Chart
Materials This interactive teaching tool features children of the Planet Patrol and their families demonstrating

environmentally responsible behaviors. The chart illustrates methods for solid waste handling, and provides
examples of many products that can be recycled, made from recycled materials or composted.

Teacher's Lesson Guide for Planet Patrol
This 16-page booklet provides comprehensive lesson plans and activities focusing on integrated solid waste
management. In addition to giving teachers an overview of the solid waste issue, each of the four lesson plans
in the booklet begins with background information, explained in lay terms, specific to the waste management
option being presented. Each lesson is clearly outlined, with new vocabulary words, the learning concept
being presented, motivational and enrichment activities, and references to appropriate worksheets and
overhead visuals enclosed in the packet. The activities are structured to provide you with the flexibility to
modify the lessons to the skill level of your students. You will also find a section listing organizations and
additional teaching resources that are available on the topic of solid waste.

Student Worksheets
These four worksheets are reproducible on your school copy machine. Duplicate as many as you need for your
students. These worksheets are enclosed to provide students with hands-on reinforcement for the educational
concepts being taught, as well as to provide you with a useful and convenient evaluation tool to gauge the
effectiveness of the teaching materials in conveying the educational concepts.

The four worksheets are:

4

Count Me In

This worksheet is a chart on which students record every item they throw out for an entire day. The chart
provides columns for students to indicate the material category of the discarded item paper, aluminum,
glass, plastic, etc. This chart will be used for a classroom activity which involves characterizing, or profiling,
the composition of the classroom's solid waste.

Making a Model

This worksheet provides instruction on how to build a classroom compost column which gives students an
opportunity to experience nature's recycling first-hand. The compost column will simulate the conditions of
a backyard compost system.

CAUTION: The construction of the compost column requires the use of sharp tools. Each teacher should
consider the maturity and skill level of students in determining the amount of assistance and supervision
required for the safe construction of the compost column.

Planet Patrol at M'ork

To be used in conjunction with the wall chart, this worksheet has students identify the various solid waste
handling behaviors illustrated on the poster and categorize them by method, such as source reduction,
recycling, composting, re-use, incineration and landfilling. Students will also identify behaviors which help
the environment and products which are made from recycled material.

On Patroi for Solid Waste Solutions

This fun crossword puzzle will challenge students' knowledge of the solid waste issue, and will provide
classroom teachers with an evaluation tool.

Parent Take-home
Because the issue of solid waste management is so important, it is appropriate for parents to understand what

families can do at home and at work to help. The Parent Take-home is also designed to be reproduced on your

school copy machine in classroom quantities. We request that you distribute these to students to bring home and
share with their parents along with their worksheets.
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Overhcad
These graphs and charts visually explain the scope of the solid waste issue inid the various methods for

handling solid \\ aste. 'Hie charts and graphs are referenced in the lesson guide. Photocopy onto ;01 (iverhead

acetate for use on your overhead projector or photocopy on plain paper and distrioute as a visual reference for

\ our class.

Evaluation Card
Procter & Gamble has been developing classroom support materials for many \ ears. We value \ our experience

as a classroom teacher. and we invite \.ou to please take a few minutes of your valuable time to complete the

evaluation card enclosed in this packet. We listen to what educators tell us, and we rely on that feedback to

create materials based on your recommendatioi is. gy filling out and returning this card. \ on can be assured

of remaining on our mailing list.

Description ot Support Materials
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Lesson 3: Recycling and Composting I

Lesson Taste-to-Energy Incineration

Resources for More Information . S

This mut is intended to convey to students an understanding of the methods of solid waste handling and disposal.

They will learn about demonstrating rz!sponsible buying decisions, practicing resource and energy conservation,

and supporting integrated solid waste management. especiall\ source reduction. recycling and composting.

These are gigantic steps toward solving our solid waste issues.

The multi-disciplinar) lessons and activities in this environmental education unit were designed to

enhance ;Ind reinforce students skills in

vocabular\ building critical thinking
oral and w raten communication organization

research and data collection problem-solving :ind cooperatise learning

charting and graphing citizenship

This classroom umt has been developed for use in grades four through six, with activities appropriate for

science. language arts, math and social studies.
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Everyday, each of us makes and has to deal with solid waste or trash. Almost every' human activity makes trash.

In the United States, we generated about 196 million tons of trash in 1990. That's about 4.3 pounds per

person per day. Recycling and composting are growing. After recycling and composting, we only discarded

about 3.6 pounds per person per day. Incineration with energy recovery has grown as well. The use of landfills

is being r2duced.

While many landfills are being closed, these are usually the "dumps" where trash was left unattended with no

environmental controls. New landfills are being developed to replace these old dumps and the new landfills have

more volume and modern environmental controls.

What should we do with our solid waste in the U.S.? Scientists, government, industry and concerned citizens are

examining the possibilities. We already know that the solutions will be neither simple nor easy. Indeed, research

indicates that there is no single answer.

Instead, our solid waste solutions may lie in a plan such as that proposed by the Environmental Protection

Agency, which involves an integrated approach to solid waste disposal. This four-point plan, originally proposed in

1976, advocates waste management options which include: I) reducing the amount of waste produced, 2) recycling.

reusing and composting, 3) waste-to-energy incineration, and 4) landfilling, as the most effective ways to manage

our solid waste.

As one of the world's largest producers of packaged consumer goods, we recognize our responsibility to do our

part. We believe that designing every P&G product with an eye toward consumer satisfaction and environmental

responsibility is consistent with improving the quality of life.

We encourage you to share the information in this classroom unit about solid waste management solutions with

your colleagues, your students and their parents. Working together. we all can make a world of difference.
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First of all. %%tut is solid aste? Solid waste. commonh known as trash or garbage. is everything that is
thrown away b\ households. business. industry and institutions. Soda cans. food, milk jugs, broken toys,
fast-lood packaging, school papers. newspapers and paper plates, frozen dinner trays. grass clippings, worn

out tires an old sweater...you name it.
Altogether. we generate nearly 196 nnllion tons of solid waste each year ni the U.S. When you throw something

away, have \ ou e\ er ondered where "away us? For 6- percent 01 our garbage, "away is a sanitary landfill.

About 17 percent of our waste is recycled. and the remaining 16 percent is incinerated. (Refer to Graph #3.)

As you can see from Graph --41. the materials that make up our solid waste stream include paper, yard
trimmings, metal. glass. food and plastics. When measuring the composition of municipal solid waste (MSW),

it is important to consider both the weight and the volume. (Graphs #1 and 2.) In determining landfill
capacity, volume is ultimately of greater importance Landfills do not close because they are overweight, but
because they have reached their volume capacity. The most current scientific evaluation of MSW on the basis

of volume is retlected in Graph #2.
In this umt. students will learn about the various materials which make up our solid waste stream and the

waste handling options recommended by the EPA.

The EPA has set an agenda for using an integrated \\ aste management system that implements a holistic

approach inolving:

Source Reduction, to decrease the total volume of waste:
Recycling and composting, to reuse a major portion of waste to further reduce waste going to landfills

and incinerators:
Waste combustion. to reduce the bulk of municipal waste, thus conserving valuable landfill capacity, with
the added benefit of energy recovery: and
Sanitary landfilling. for those materials which cannot he recycled. composted or safely incinerated and for

combustion ash (the matter that's left after incineration).

Local environmental, economic and institutional needs will play a major role in determining the waste

management mix that will work best for each community.

In the two centuries that our country has grown and expanded, politicians, businessmen, industrialists. and
even citizens like you anu me. haw thought ot our lakes and rivers mid our plentaul land and mineral resources

:IS the buildint: blocks ot \merica. A concentration on the source reduction. recyclmg and composting options of

integrated waste management can help conserve our natural resources.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Ilistoricall\ the handling ot municipal solid waste (MSW) has been the responsibility of local governments.
The mid-1060s ,aw the fir,t action lw the federal government to take a more active role in providing
guidelines which would assist state and municipal governments in handling their solid waste.

Legislation has included the Solid Waste Disposal Act (1)6c). the Resource Recovery Act (ITT). and the
Resource Consersittion and Recovery Act (RCRA) (19-6). The RCRA deals ith the regulation of hazardous
waste, the elimination (if open dumping. promotion of solid waste management programs and the furthering
of solid waste management options in rural communities. These federal laws affect standards for landfilling,
waste-to-energ% ash management and sanitary landfilling.



Within the area of solid waste management, government can be most effective in providing positive industry and

consumer incentives such as tax credits; in supporting the development of recycling and composting technologies

and markets; in siting and funding incineration facilities; and in encouraging communities to adopt plans that

will responsibly address 100 percent of their solid waste. Finally, government can offer technical assistance,

education, and research and development, which are key to the informed participation of cities and citizens

in any integrated waste management plan.

Industry's Role

Industry can:

pursue opportunities for source reduction;

use and make products and packages that are recyclable;

make products compostable if recycling is not feasible;

maximize the use of recycled materials (e.g., plastics, aluminum, paper, etc.)

ensure products/packages are compatible with waste management systems.

Futhermore, industry can continue working to identify and develop new markets for composted and recycled

materials while cooperating with government to form the needed infrastructures for these systems.

Industry can also play an important role in educating consumers about the environmental advantages of

certain products and packages. Communications must be accurate and technically supportable.

ConstiMer'S Role

Each of us has a very important and influential role to play in resolving the solid waste issue. Did you know

that if you shared your feelings and knowledge about this environmental issue with two people one day, and

those two each shared it with two more on the second day, and those four with two more each, and on down the

line, that within just one month. everybody in the whole country could be doing something about solid waste?

What can one person do? Lots of things! Look for packaging which contains recycled material and can be

recycled. When shopping, look for plastic packages which carry the Society of the Plastics Industry resin code.

This symbol indicates the type of plastic the package is made from, so the plastic can be sorted by type to

facilitate recycling. Buy foods in large sizes. Leave grass clippings on the lawn. Eliminate household toxic

materials from the waste stream by supporting and using collection sites for hazardous household wastes like

batteries, pesticides. paint and solvents. If your community does not have a recycling program, help start one.

fvf
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Write letters to manufacturers asking them to make environmentally responsible products and packaging.

Write to your local government officials asking that recycling and composting programs be implemented. and

that collection centers for hazardous household waste be initiated.

Don't just get involved. stay involved.

What Procter Gamble is Doing About
Responsible Solid Waste Solutions

Since our founding in 1837, Procter & Gamble has been committed to providing products of superior quality

and value that best fill the needs of the world's consumers. In doing this, we are seeking wa.,,s to support

integrated waste management. Some of the steps we are taking include:

Source Reduction

reducing the volume and weight of products and packaging
developing concentrated products which require smaller packages

using less raw material and reducing waste at our manufacturing plants
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using recycled :uid recyclable materials whenever possible

using the Socien of the Plastics Indostr resin code on our plastic bottle packaging

encouraging consumer recycling
undertaking major efforts to encourage the development of the necessary mfrastructure to support

recycling and composting
removing heavy metals te.g.. lead and cadmium) from our packaging that can omit-animate the compost

ihnIF

Incineration

oremoving heavy metals that can cncentrate in inonerator ash

insuring our products and packages are safe when incinerated

Landfill

111
.

developing compactable products that take up less landfill space

insuring our products/packages are safe when landfilled

introducing the Solid Waste Issue to the Class

Procter c= Gamble's

expaneled use of recycled

plastk in its consuno,r
products bottles oil/ keep

100 million allon si:ed milk and
.,aler bottles (111d 15 million

2-111er soft drink plastic bottles

out of our nation's landfills.
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After reading all the background information provided above mid at the beginning of each of the four lessons

in this guide, you should have a good grasp of the solid waste issue. While there is no denying it is a complex .

multi-faceted issue. it is nonetheless one that is critical for even the oungest cioisumers to understand.

As a basis for evaluating students' prior knowledge. before beginning the unit, ask students:

I. What is solid waste, or garbage?

2. What kinds of things make up garbage?

3. Where does garbage come from?

4. Where does garbage go when we throw it away?

What can each of us do to reduce the amount of garbage Ye create every da?

When you have completed the entire unit, repeat these questions to your students and see how their

knowledge and attitudes about garbage may have changed.
If you have been teaching environmental education, our students may already be aware of the various

handling options for solid waste, such as recycling, incineration and sanitary landfilling. What they may not

be ',mare of is how these and other \+aste handling options such as source reduction and composting should

he integrated to work together in a comprehensive plan.

l'sing Graphs #1. #2 and #3, explain to students the composition of municipal solid waste (MSW) and how

America is currently handling its waste. I se tiraph # to demonstrate Hw WV most re-order our waste handling

priorities over the next few years to conserve landfill capacity.



Lesson I Sanitag Landfills
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Concepts

1. Sanitary landfill capacity is now harder to site for political reasons. Geologically, it is easier.

2. Modern sanitary landfills are being designed, constructed and run safely.

3. We will probably alwas need sanitary landfills to manage some part of our solid waste.

Vocabulary

Biodegradable capable of being broken down by bacteria and other organisms into basic elements. Most

organic waste, such as food and paper. is biodegradable.

Leachate a liquid resulting from rainwater and melted snow percolating through landfills containing
water, bacteria and decomposed waste.

Municipal Solid Rate (MSW) what we refer to as trash or garbage, composed of paper, plastic, metal,

glass, food, yard clippings and other miscellaneous materials.

NIMBY not in my backyard," a term used to characterize the public's attitude about landfills and

incinerators, meaning that they do not wisn one of these facilities to be located near their homes

or neighborhoods.

Organic of plant or animal origin.

Pbotodegradable a process, particularly in plastics. whereby the sun's ultraviolet rays attack the connections.

or links, in a plastic (polymer) chain causing the plastic to fall apart. Photodegradation does not occur in landfills

as no light is present.

Sanitary Landfill a refuse disposal method for the safe. permanent storage of garbage, having daily

coverage of waste with soil. leachate collection systems, methane gas controls and environmental

monitoring systems.

Materials

Solid Waste Charts and Graphs

Student WOrksheet. -Count Me In"

1\vo cardboard boxes, one double the capacity of the other

Measured amounts of waste paper. aluminum, plastic or other material

Scale for weighing the filled boxes

What's the Issue?

Currently, about b""., ot our solid waste is being landfilled. The long-term goal set by ;he EPA is to reduce

the amount of garbage we landfill to only 15 percent. This goal is attainable only if the other options of

source reduction, recycling, composting and incineration are fully developed.

By the mid 1990's, about half our current 6.000 municipal solid waste landfills will be closed. Many of

these are the small "dumps" which were simply convenient places to bury our trash. While the NIMBY

syndrome has made it difficult to site new landfills. many forward looking communities have designed,

sited and are now operating new landfills. These modern facilities replace the capacity lost from closure

of the "dumps".
Technologies exist to ensure environmentally safe site selection, design, operation and closure of

landfills. They are equipped with liners to prevent ground water contamination, leachate monitoring and

detection systems, and methane gas controls.

In the future, landfills will remain an essential part of comprehensive solid waste management,

particularly for nonrecyclables and for the safe disposal of incineration ash.



statedi sanilart landfill is ;i place nhere bur our garbage site suitalulit% kir a sannar% 1311(11)11is determined milt alter potential site has passed stmgeot legai. emirotimental and engineering criteria.Careful analtsis ol surface and subsurface geology. Indrologs (nater). the nature of adiacent environments,
ticcess routes and proximm to waste generation sources is required.

Through careful engineering. ;I network of drains is designed to retain, collect and then treat all the snowor runt:Her \kWh percolates dining!) the landfill belore it us hnalk released
Landfills are divided mu) small areas called -cells. These smaller cells muunuze the landfill's exposureto tt ind and rain Each (lav. after the waste has heen (iclivered to the site and has been compacted as much;is possible. it is covered over k, ith earth or other material to numonze odor mid prevent inseet andYermin problems

As each cell becomes full. it is capped ciii and settled nith a lat LI cci cltt and earth and is seeded \kith grassaccording to an approved closure plan

Of the tin nullion tons of garbage ne throw ;mav. nearly -0 percent of it is paper. leaves, grass clippings and
food wastes Techmcallv speakmg. all of this is Organic. and therefore biodegradable. Itoweyer, to a landfill it
.10.esu I make mach difference nliether or not material cs biodegradable lir AA (Him Kathie a professor of
archeolog at die I inucridiu 01 Arizona nho calls himself a garbologist. has learned ihrough Ins studies ci

landfilled ::,adv.P4e that little. 11 ant. degradation occurs m a landfill From hot (4, lii Silitddk riCuksP;Wl'r
lir Kathie N ork has proved that Itindfdls are entombing .md presert mg much 01 (cur garbage

Most of Ilk. remaining 30 percent Ilioir garbage is glass. metal or plastic v coo can see from Graphs #1 aid
# 2, plastics make up about N percent of the \taste stream lit tteight :Ind about 21 percent In olume Ckintrast this
%kith the volume of paper. nhich metal Much is II". (about half the wholly ccl itlastic) .`0111c ol these
materials are perfectly suited to recycling or compostmg

When people hate a probkm. they will often look for a simple solution. In the instance of solid waste. there is no
single solution histead, main smaller solutions hate til nork together Somonnes \that seems Ht. a 1,,00d solution
presents other problems Ae hate ;dread\ learned about some of the problems relating to Lullitills. Nohodu nants

one ni !us backtard because of fiercer\ ed environmental concerns What goes into otir n ill be with us
tor a long ume. Let's think very caretullv about how much we can keep t1t oi the landfill.

I 'NUM intormat tor. "..41(ice (he concepi, :mild 'Timed c.,cabidarv io students
Deltne lid students the difference betneen organic and inorganic waste. Test students understamimg of this
concept In listing examples on the board front student responses.
(In the hoard, form c(..tunn headnigs tor each of the seven \ISA\ tualeriak

categories' Paper. metals,plastic. k turd waste. food nasty. glass. :mid rubber. leather, textiles. Itivide the class into seven teams and
have each team list as many items tor its categor as they can think ot
..efer students to Graph #I. Composition of AISW In Weight. !lave some math fun In asking students to calculate
the %%eight of each of the seven categories of solid waste, based on a total cteight ot I% million tons.

C Photocopy and distribute to students the worksheet. "Count Me In." This worksheet will require students tic list
EVERY item they throw away for a full dav and to categorize the material In tpe (Students imty need more than
one sheet.) When the worksheets are completed. students will use the information for an exercise in Lesson 2.
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Lesson 2 Source Reduction: Priority I
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Concept

Source Reduction means making less garbage.

Thcahulary
Lfficient using the most effective and least wasteful means of accomplishing a task.

Lifestyle ways of living, daily habits which affect the environment,

Reduce to make or use less of something.

Reuse to use again.

Repair to fix or mend.

Materials

Student worksheet, "Count Me In''

What's the Issue?
Source reduction involves products, packaging, manufacturing processes and ways of living which minimize

the amount of waste created. By reducing the amount of garbage we create, we will also be reducing the
amount of solid waste that must be incinerated or landfilled.

Within the solid waste stream, there are four main categories of refuse (refer to Graph #4):

durable goods, which include furniture, large appliances, tires, etc.;

non-durable goods, which include paper products, clothing, and small plastic products:

containers and packaging, which include cans, bottles, boxes and wrapping material; and
other wastes, which include food and yard wastes and inorganic wastes.

As you can see, containers and packaging are a significant portion of the waste stream more than 30
percent. It would be easy to point the finger at packaging as a key source of unnecessary waste. However, while

there are certainly areas in which packaging can be reduced or even eliminated, there are a number of reasons

why packaging is necessary and beneficial:

Packaging keeps products sanitary.

It reduces food waste by keeping products fresh. A study by the University of Arizona found that consumers in

Mexico City, where little packaged food is consumed, throw away 40 percent more solid waste than U.S.

households, mostly food debris.

Packaging carries necessary usage directions, cautions and warnings.

Tamper-resistant and child-resistant packaging helps protect consumers.

Packaging protects the product during shipping and shelf display.
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The good iws aknit contamers and packaging Is 111:11 their percentage In the %aste stream has actualls beendeclining slay lo-0. This reduction is due in part to the efforts of consumer products Manufacturers, such :isProcter & Gamble.

At Procter & Gamble. sse are addressing source reduction in three major was:
designing products and packaging that create less waste:

2. minimizing waste in manufacturing: and
3. encouraging our suppliers to help us come up with more waste saving ideas.

When Procter & Gamble designs products or packaging, u use the mos, efficient materials. For example, 1teuse plastic rather than glass for bottles because it is lighter weight and shatterproof. If not recycled, it burns torelease useful energy when incinerated and its ease of compaction means it takes up less space in a landfill.We are making multifunction products such as Tide detergent with a bleach additive and Pert Plus which
combines shampoo and conditioner which eliminates the need for a separate package purchase. We offer largerproduct sizes to reduce packaging waste, and refillable containers, long popular in Europe. are now available inthe LS.. too. New ultra concentrated

formulas for liquid detergents reduce the amount of packaging needed.thereby helping reduce solid waste. The 50 ounce ultra liquid bottle uses 20 percent less plastic than the 64ounce bottle it replaces. ith the refill sstem. consumers can reuse the original detergent bottle by purchasing
a separate refill package. And, the refill is made with -10 percent less packaging. \\ herever possible. we use theleast mown ot packaging necessar to protect both the consumer and the product. New technology has
elimmated outside cartons for Sure and Secret deodorants saving million pounds of solid waste each year.

C1assr0Orn WtiVitieS

I. Introduce the concept of source reduction and the related vocabulary.
2. There are main things that companies like Procter & Ganthle are doing to reduce the amouin of wastebeing produced. :solicit suggestions from the class on things they can do ever% day that will help in the

area of source reduction. Have each student write and illustrate his suggestion and compile it into a sourcereduction booklet, or make a class bulletin board. Some possibilities: use both sides of your school paper:try to tix or repair a tov or article of clothing or donate it to charity rather dun throw it awn : bring yourown bags to the grocery store: request that
Mut' name be removed from -junk mail** lists: when you buya good book, share it %ith a friend; return extra hangers to the dry cleaner for reuse: leave grass clippings

on the yard instead of bagging them up for the landfill.

Archeologists :mil anthropologists have learned a lot about ancient cultures and civilizations by studyingtlieir debris. or garbage. Divide the class into seven teams, one tor eacn ot the stfen categories ol saste.it:ollect the etass -count Me In- sorkslyets beforehand. and make seven complete sets, one for eachteam.) rsing the data they've collected
on their worksheets. "Count Me In:* each team will tabulate,anal\ ze and draw conclusions about its assigned waste category. For example. the "Plastics Patrol.' maysubdivide its category and tabulate how many milk jugs. soda bottles, six-pack rings, fast-food clamshells.polystyrene lunch trays, eating utensils, etc.. were tossed away in just one day by the class. "Patror* leaders.w ill \Sork together to analyze and draw conclusions about what materials are the greatest contributors to

the waste stream and which areas could most easily he reduced.

Compare the' class trash profile with Graph #I.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Enrichment Activitie
I. After taking an analytic look at themselves, your "Planet Patrol" will have a trained eye for spotting waste.

Havg students conduct a source reduction audit in your school to see where the greatest amount of waste is
occuring. Assign teams to observe and evaluate the various areas: cafeteria: administration offices: building

maintenance: classrooms: playground: even the teachers' lounge. Work with students to develop evaluation

criteria which include categorizing the type of waste and wasteful behaviors they observe. Have students

make specific written suggestions on ways to reduce the amount of waste being generated. Present the

suggestions to your principal and write an article about the class' research for the school paper: write a
letter to the cafeteria manager or custodian suggesting changes or alternatives.

2. Write skits to get the message to others and perform them for a school assembly or parents' night.

Recycle and Compost: Priority 2Lesson 3

Every recycled aluminum
can saves 6 ounces

of. oil.

60 billion aluminum
cans were recycled

in 1992.

14
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Concepts
1. Recycling and composting are waste management methods that conserve natural resources, save energy

and reduce the strain on incinerators and landfills.

2. A significant portion of all our garbage can be handled using either recycling or composting.

3. Recycling and composting.

Vocabulary
Composting the controlled biological decomposition of organic solid waste materials by micro-organisms

under aerobic (in the presence of oxygen) conditions. Composting keeps garbage out of the landfill and
produces useful soil amendments called humus or mulch for landscaping.

Conserve to use wisely, and as little as possible.

Natural Resources include land, water, air and minerals. There are two types of resources: renewable,

meaning we can make or grow more: and non-renewable, meaning that when we have used it all up, there
will be no more.

Reclaimable able to be recycled. Reclaimable materials include paper and other wood products, glass.
most metals and all types of plastics.

Recycle a resource recovery method involving the collection and treatment of a particular waste product
so it can be used again to make a new product.

Materials
Poster board, markers, paint, glue

"Making a Model" Diagram and Instructions

What's the Issue'r

i?ecvc!in,.;

Recycling is a technology that involves four very important steps: collection. separation, processing of new

products. and developing end-use markets for those new products. Separation and collection alone do not make a

recycling program. This process is not completed until a material is processed, purchased by consumers and used

again. Also, consumers need to read labels and buy products packaged in recycled materials.

Today, we are recycling about 17 percent of our solid waste. At present, recycling systems vary widely by material

and geography. Much of the material in the waste stream is recyclable: aluminum, steel, glass, plastic and paper.

In the U.S., aluminum has achieved a greater than 60 percent recycling rate because of its ease in separation and

collection and economic incentives to both can makers and consumers. Paper recycling is also well developed:

Procter 8( Gamble Corporate Buildings in Cincinnati collects more than one million pounds of office paper and
aluminum cans each year.
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consumer choices can help ,i:pport r,.cscling applications 11\

Reading I eisaiai bo..ing packages skull recscied content

Recchng olds th,ise rims tour community asks tor

Preparing bottles. cans. etc. so collection cres\ can get inure into each truck

Creat strides !lave bum made III plastics rectchng ;old vigorous ettorts In develop mstems
and markets for this irtuall IOU percent recclable material

t'aimposting is a special I S pe it reading, whereb organic wastes are ciniverted to a rich humus or mulch by
natural &Ca% tionnuercH :md municipal composting s% sms \wry virtually nonemstent a few years ago.
howewr. a lust of fIlcION arc makmg composting an attractive x ask! management option.

the en\ ifonmental compaululitY of a composting system,

the low maintenance and operating costs,

the revenue potennal ism) selling the compost product. and
public resistance to incinerationlandfill

Toda\ there are over 20 inunicipal solid waste composting facihties and several pilot programs operating in the

I. S. While these larger systems are a bit more complicated than your backyard compost pile, the basic concept
.,rganic decompsition is ;he sante It% maintaining temperatures greater than I'd legrees Fahrenheit. this

municipalh -composted material. consisting ol food and ard wastes. paper :tnii other miscellaneous organic wiste.
rt!inams carefulk tested to ("MIT it MTN ill regulatort requirements.

Referring agam to tiraph #1..ou can see that paper and paper board make up $ ".; percent ot our garbage.

%arc' trimmings nearly IS percent and food waste nearly percent. Dyer tin percent of our garbage that could he

composted instead (if landfdled! Included among compostable material is die absorbent fiber ot disposable diapers.

Disposable diapers make up less than 2 percent of all our solid waste

The people of St. Cloud. Nlinnesota. have been composting their garbage tor about four tears. Procter & Gamble

has been helping them demonstrate that components ot disposable diapers can be composted with other municipal

solid ..aste to produce humus. a uselul material for the agricultural and lam'scapnig industries

There is a long way to go III mcreasmg the number of composting systems. but there is no doubt that

composting can play a big part ni I S recycling ellorts Vler source reduction. recschng and compost= are
good .ts to handle our garbage ni the tuture

Mak

12



Classroom Activities
1. Introduce the concepts of recycling and composting. along with the related vocabulary.
2 To teach students to identify which materials are suited for recycling versus composting, it is important

that they understand the difference between organic and inorganic materials. Have students bring to class
actual items or photos of both organic and inorganic items. Students can create three-dimensional collages
of "Organically Yours" and "Inorganically Yours" for posters or bulletin board displays. Don't forget tohave students identify the plant or animal origin of each organic item. Ask them to indicate with a
symbol or letter code whether the item is best for composting or for recycling.
3. "Pointers from the Planet Patrol." This activity allows each child to share a recycling tip with other

students and families. The idea may be a recycling activity that the family is currently doing. or it mar be
an original idea that helps a family set a recycling goal. Collect the "pointers" and compile them into aformat that can be photocopied and sent home with each child. You might also request that one "Pointer

from the Planet Patrol" be included in each issue of the school's newsletter. Follow up at the end of the
term to survey how many of the -pointers" families have begun practicing.

4. "Planet Patrol Scavenger Hunt, Craft Show and Art Exhibit." This fun activity will challenge imaginations
and get family members involved in understanding the concepts of recycling and reuse. Ask students to
create an item from discarded materials, and then enter it for judging in a classroom or schoolwide
competition. Conduct a classroom brainstorming session which will encourage students to begin thinking
about unconventional uses for discarded items.

You may wish to set up the activity so students can enter under a particular category. For example, under
the "Scavenger Hunt" category. entries may be judged on how cleverly the original materials have been
disguised. Under "Crafts," the item may be functional, such as a pencil hoider, or under "Art" it may be
judged purely on its aesthetic appeal. such as a piece of sculpture. Ask your media center director about
displaying the entries there, or consider coordinating the display with your school's Parent Night or National
Recycling Month in April.

Extension Activities
1. "Planet Patrol In Action." Civic responsibility and environmental awareness are important concepts for

children to learn and demonstrate at an early age. Consider contacting your local solid waste director,
environmental office, or recycling coordinator and invite them to come and speak to the class about
recycling efforts in your community. If there are none, have the class write letters to your local governing
body (mayor, city council. county commissioners) asking that they be established.

2. Follow up by having the class organize a recycling effort in school, perhaps focusing on the the material
they determined to be the biggest "offender in their "Count Me In" exercise or Source Reduction Audit.

3. Consider a class trip to your local landfill.

4. Divide the class into pairs to construct moats of a compost system to observe the decomposing activity
which takes place. Follow the diagram and instructions provided on the blackline master, "Making a
Model" which simulates the conditions in a backyard compost bin.

5. Make posters encouraging recycling and composting.

13
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/esson giesle-lo-rneall Incineratiml: Priority

iffiCentS
Waste-to-energy incineration is a wav of handling garbage that reduces its volume and saves landfill space.

2. Waste-to-energy incineration turns garbage into electricity.
3. Waste-to-energy incineration works most effectively and safely in cooperation with recycling programs.

ocabtilar%

Air Emissions the products of incineration such as carbon dioxide and other gases that are released from

combustion facilities.
Ash what is left over after any material is burned.

Combustion burning.

Incinerate to burn at very high temperatures.
Waste-to-Energy (WTE) Incinerator a facility using high temperature burning of waste to

generate energy.

Materials
Rolled up newspaper. weight cale (grams up to one kilogram). ruler for measuring dimension, metal
wastebasket, long fireplace matches or lighter. two oven mitts. fire extinguisher

\\ hats the isslIc!
Incineration reduces the volume of solid waste by about 90 percent and its weight by about 60-0 percent.
According to the EPA. there are cogently about 175 waste combustion facilities operating in the U.S.. with 135 of

them recovering energy. Together, they process about 16 percent of our solid waste. New facilities are under

construction. so that more and more of our solid waste will be processed in these facilities.
When garbage is burned, it produces ash and air emissions. Ash from incinerators is regularly tested for

the presence of heavy metals such as cadmium. lead and mercury, as well as hazardous organic materials such as
dioxin and furan. Ash from incinerators is placed in specially designated landfills. Like ash from power plants.

incinerator ash is also being used as a construction material in recycled pavement and as a concrete additive.
Many states have established emission standards for waste combustion. Many of the same pollution control

technologies which are required by law for use in coal-fired power plants are also being successfully applied to

waste combustion facihties. studies have shown that these pollution control devices can effectively remove up

to 99 percent of any harmful molecules that might survive the burning process.

1.7

'

Introduce the concepts and related vocabulary.

2. Demonstrate to the class the effect of incineration on material weight and volume. This demonstration is
best conducted out of doors by the teacher. Students can help. First. have students weigh and determine the
approximate volume of the rolled-up newspaper. Take the class and the materials for the demonstration
outside. Place the newspaper in the waste basket. Ignite the newspaper and allow it to burn to ash. Allow
the waste basket to cool completely ('sing oven mitts lin case the waste basket is still warm), return the
waste basket to the classroom. Remove the ashes and place them in a container whose capacity and weight
have been predetermined Have students calculate the weight of the ashes only and determine their
approximate volume. Compare your results with the percentage reductions discussed in the background

information at the beginning of this lesson.

14
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3. If your community has a waste-to-energy incinerator, consider arranging a field trip. Prepare a list of

questions beforehand to ask the tour guide. Questions might include: How much garbage is burned each
day? What is the most common material burned? Does the facility work together with a recycling program

to screen the type of material that ultimately gets burned? How much electricity do you generate?

4. As discussed above, the air pollution controls on incinerators and coal-fired electric power plants use very

similar technology, and some of the ash management and resource recovery programs are also similar.

Many local utility companies maintain active communit y. education programs and speakers' bureaus.

Contact your local utility for more information and invite a representative to come to your class to explain

the pollution control technologies and various ash management plans they use.

Al the conclusion of the unit. use "Planet Patrol At Work" with the wall poster and the "On Patrol for Solid
Waste Solutions" crossword puzzle as further evaluation tools to measure students' understanding of the

concepts presented in the unit.

For more information on solid waste management or other free or low-cost environmental education

classroom materials, call or write:

Alliance for Environmental Education
31 Main Street

P 0 Box 368
The PI:tins, VA 22r1
(-03) 253-5812

(703) 253-5811 (fax)

Bottle Biology Resources Network
I'mversity of Wisconsin
1630 Linden Drise
Madison. A I 32,-03

(008) 163-56-ii

American Plastics Council
12-5 k" Street. N A . Suite 00
Washington. D C. 20005
(202) ;1-5319
1800) 2-11ELP-90

Keep America Beautiful
Mill River Plaza

Wect Broad Street

Stamford. CA' 00002
2051 32 5-8087

North American Association of
Environmental Education
Suite ,(00

1255 23rd Street N.W

Washington, D C 20037
(202) 467-8-34

(202) 862-194- (fax)

National Association for Plastic Container Recovery
3-0 NationsBank (mrporate Center
100 N Tryon Street

Charlotte, NC 28202
(-04) 358-8882

National Gardening Association
180 Flynn Avenue
Burlington. I 05 i01
(802) 863-1308

18

National Geographic Kids Network
Educational Media Division
National Geographic Society
rth and "M" Streets
Washington. D C. 20036
(2021 756580

Polystyrene Packaging Council
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N W., Suite 515
Washington. DC 20036
(202) 822-642-i

Public Television Outreach Alliance
"SAVE IT!" Campaign. $2.00 booklet
2611 SlUrlington Road
Arlington. A 22206
C051 99-84-i

Smithsonian Institution
"A Better World Starts at lime, free poster
Office of Environmental AA areness
\\1shinwon. II C 20CM

S. Environmental Protection Agency
office ot CummuniO and Intergovernmental Relations
Mail Code A-108EA
401 "M" Street. S.W.
Washington. DC 20460
(202) 382-4434

4/D ,tast I rimed on recycled paper.



P NIRO L count me in Did you know that each of us throws away about .4 pounds ot trash
every du? This worksheet will help us to understand what we can
do about it.

INSTRUCTIONS: Carry this worksheet with you for one entire day, from the time you %%ake up until von go to bed. Every time on throv,

something away, write dnii the name of the item. Also, put a check mark in the column that sas what kind ot material it is made of.

ITEM PAPER YARD FOOD PLASTIC METAL (;LASS
RUBBER
LEATHER

TEXTILES

1

11.

Ma% he reproduced .19 Pr )(ler & Gamble Educa ional Services



NrikoL Making A Model Pmcter & Gamble Educational Services

Cut %%here

sides taper

(:Ji he re

sides taper

tii %%iill
str.ught
sides

Cut with
straight
sides

Ma% be reproduced

Top from

bottle #1

Make hinge
mth tape

Niles
made %%ith

sharp needle

bottles

2 & i and
seal seam
uith clear tape

4 kir holes

\etting attached
with rubber hand

k.ase base

4 attached to
bottle #1

Composting is based on the biological process of decomposition. What turns plants

and animals into compost? Microscopic bacteria and fungi, which feed on dead

tissue, are the important organisms.
What affects the composting process? The amount of moisture and air, tem-

perature. amount of bacteria and fungi, and the nature of the decomposing material

are all critical. The presence or absence of air foxygew is one of the most important

factors in composting. The practice of composting allows air and moisture to speed

the natural process of biodegradation. In a backyard composting system. it is

customary to run a pole or stick through the compost heap regularly or to turn the

material with a shovel to allow air circulation.
Making a compost column lets you see and experiment with this process. and

witness nature's world of recycling.

Materials Needed
I. Three 2-liter plastic beverage bottles.
2. Hot tap water. knife. scissors. marking pen, needles or paper clips for poking

holes. candle. clear tape. netting or mesh fabric, rubber bands.

3. Organic materials for composting, such as vegetable or fruit kitchen scraps,
leaves, newspapers and grass clippings.

Procedure
Remove the bases from two bottles, and the labels from all three. by pouring about

two cups of hot tap water into the bottles. (Columns can also he made from bottles

that don't have removable bases. Replace the cap. tilt the bottle so the water sot tens

the heat-sensitive glue. peel off the label and twist off the base. Pour out the water

and draw cutting lines around the bottle. Your teacher will help you make incisions

with the knife and to cut and assemble the column as illustrated.
Most columns will require air holes for ventilation. These can be poked into the

plastic with a sharp needle or paper clip that has been heated in the candle flame

under your teacher's supervision. Alternatively, larger holes can be cut into the sides

with the knife and covered with fine mesh fabric held in place with tape. Be sure to

use extreme care in using sharp instruments. A piece of mesh fabric over the lower

end allows for drainage. Refer to the illustration. Add ingredients for composting

through the top of the column.

Explorations
The possibilities for compost column explorations and discoveries are endless.
There is no limit to what can be put inside, or the conditions under which the
column can be kept. In addition to simply observing changes, you can design
experiments which explore the effects of variables on your column. On the hack of

this sheet are two ideas:

20



Newspaper Digester. Make two columns. and use a balance or
postal scale to weigh out two equal quantities of newspaper
(about ('! pound will do). Shred or cut the paper into strips and
loosely pack one column with paper only. Mix about a half cup
of garden soil to the other batch of paper and loosely pack the
second column. Pour equal amounts of pond or rainwater into
each column, and wait several hours for it to seep through. If
none comes out the bottom, add more in equal amounts until
about a half cup drips into the reservoir. Schedule a rainstorm
to occur in the column every few days, pouring the drippings

hack through the column. Whicl: column decomposes faster
and why?

Mai. be reproduced
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Compost Tea. Compost columns can be used to generate a
liquid fertilizer called "compost tea." Try making several
columns using different ingredients whose drippings will differ
in color and chemistry. Use this liquid to water and fertilize
identical sets of seedlings to see how different brands of "tea"
affect plant growth.

Wapted from the Ho Me Biology Resources Se /work. University of Wisconsin-
Madison. IMO Linden 11r . Madison. WI i3-06. 16081 .16i.C64S
1,01 \kith r

(untact the r, ttle 8solowt office tor help viith quemions or for information about
uther activities.



hl this unit %%e ha\ e learned a lot about the lour
Planet Patrol at Work me,hods we use to handle solid waste and about
the 00 products that can be made from wcled material. The Planet Patrol poster shms
examples ot these methods and products. See how many you can spot and list them in the right
categor of this %\orksheet. Also look for and list examples of things people are doing to conserve
energy and help the environment.

SOURCE REDUCTION

RECYCLING IND COMPOSTING

INCINERATION

L1NDFILLING

11a!, he reproduced

HELPING THE ENVIRONMENT

MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL
(Look for the recycling symbol)

2) Procter & Gamble Educational Services



Source Reduction
3 Leave grass clippings on yard

Reusing old tires for planters
6 Repairing bike

\lending clothing
21 Proper disposal of batteries and oil

Il& 12 Reusable cloth shopping bags

Recycling
2 Composting
8 High quality office paper

10 Newspapers

13 Plastic bottles
15 Aluminum and plastic
22 class bottles
31 Neighborhood recycling center

Incineration

19 Waste-to-energy generates electricity

Landfilling

20 One of the four solid waste solutions

May be reproduced.

Helping the Environment
1 Using clothes line instead of dryer

26 Planting trees and shrubs
17 Carpooling

9 [sing public transportation
2 Composting

13 Smashing soda bottles and cans (makes
more room in the Recyclaimer bin)

30 Open windows in car instead of using air
conditioning

Made From Recycled Material
16 In/Out baskets in office
14 Park benches

5 Playground equipment
23 Downy and Tide bottles
27 Fencing
25 Edging logs
28 Window shutters
29 Flower pots
18 Speed bumps
24 Roofing shingles

23
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On Patrol

For Solid Waste

Solutions

7

15 lb

Is

19

20

12

ACROSS

I. A place where garbage is burned.

3. A place where we bury our garbage.

6. Of plant or animal origin.

What we do with paper. plastic. aluminum and glass to save
energy and make new products.

9. A form of source reduction that means using a product more
than one time.

11. Municipal waste.

12. An attitude that means people don't want to live near a certain
kind of facility, whether it is a landfill, a recycling center or a
waste-to-energy plant.

15. A way to spell garbage with three consonants.

16. Can be broken down by bacteria when oxygen and moisture
are present.

17. Three letters for waste-to-energy.

20. To use wisely, and as little as possible.

Ii

24

6

I i

2

9 la

17

DOWN

2. To fix or mend.

4. Burning at very high temperatures.

5. Recycling saves energy and natural

lb make or use less of something.

8. A mixture of decayed organic matter.

10. ['sing the most effective and least wasteful means of
accomplishing a task.

13. Liquid that can come from a landfill.

14. Ways of doing things. daily habits.

18. What an item comes wrapped in to protect it.

19. What is left over when garbage is burned.

Procter & Gamble Educational Services

Mly be reproduced.



po NIRO What Your Family
Can Do With Trash

Procter & Gain* is a leader among corporatkms concerned about protecting the environment and creating a safer, cleaner world for future

generanofts. vim every P&G product \\ ith itn eye toward ensuruig that the manufacturing ;nal disposal pnxx!sses are as sate and

technologically advanced as thev can be.

This week, your child joined the kids of the Procter & Gamble Pkinet Patrol to learn alxiut responsible ways to handle our trash. Scientists.

environmentalists, politicians and busin6s leaders have been working together to find responsible solutions for handling our trash what the

experts call solid uncle.

Procter & Gamble recognizes that the management of solid waste is a growing concern in communities across the country. \Ve firmly endoNe the

integrated approach to solid waste management advocated by the l:nited States Envimnmental Protection Agency (EPA).

This plan recommends four effective ways of dealing with solid waste, listed here:

11 Source Reduction
.1iNs simply means making a national and per-
sonal commitment to reduce the amount of material

that enters the disposal and kuidfill system.

Recycling, Reuse and Composting
This option places an emphasis On using our

resources as thoroughly and effidently as possible

before they are discarded.

Waste-to-Energy incineration
jTIns privess provides communities with an inde-
pendent source of energy lw converting waste %%Inch

can he safely incinerated into useful energy.

Landfill
This is a disposal option which should be reserved

for only those materials for which the other three optiofts

are not suitable.

What can one fainily do to help coiiseixe Mr environment? The suggestions listed below for home and office otter ways to make everyone

even grown-ups partneN IH the Planet Patrol.

At bow...
Keep mechanical equipment and appliances in goo(1 repair to

ensure maximum efficiency and product life.

Lower temperature settings on water heaters, and wash more

clothes with cold water.

Keep thermostats at 65 degrees in winter and 78 degrees in
summer.

Consolidate errands into one trip.

Install water saving shower heads and faucets. and turn off the

water when brushing your teeth.

Wait until you have a full load to run the washing machine or
dish washer.

lkmate your used articles of furniture and clothing to charities tor

recycling or reuse.

Take your plastic, glass. paper and aluminum to recycling centers.

Leave grass clippings on your lawn or start a compost system for your

grass and yard clippings and other organic material.

These ideas might seem like very small steps, but remember that when

difference.

Ma% bt, [...produced

, Ga. .44:

Buy economy sizes and compact products to reduce the amount ol

packaging being added to the waste stream.

tiring your own bags to the store when you shop.

Return hangers to the dry cleaners for reuse.

Pniperb dispose ot used motor oil mkt okl batteries.

At work...
Nlinimize copies by routing a single copy rather than running
multiple copies.

(*se both skies of the paper for copying and writing.

Recycle soft drink cans and computer paper.

Carpool or use public transportation.

Look for ways to use recycled or recyclable materials in Your
projects.

Thrn the lights off when you're not in the office.

every family pitches in. even just a little, we can all make a world of

25 Procter & Gamble Educational Services



Overhead Graphics
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#1 MSW BY V. ::IGHT, 1990

Yard Trimmings. I 7.9%
35AI million tons

Metals.
16.2 million tow, Glass. 67%

13.2 million tons

Paper/Paperboard, 37.5,'(
71.3 milhon tons

Plastics, 8.3%
16.2 million tons

Wood, 6.3%
12.3 mdlion tons

Other. 8.3%
16.3 million ions

Food Wastes 6 7%
13.2 million tons

TOTAL WEIGHT = 195.7 million tons

#3 HOW AMERICA DISPOSES
OF ITS MSW

83%

67%

7%
16%

1985 1990

Landfill
1985 1990

Combustion

Source, Executive Summary. Characieritation ol Municipal SolidWaste m the S . Update. Jul (992. EPA Office of Solid Wash!
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Containers & Packaging. 32.9%
64.4 million tons
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52.3 million tons
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#5 PER CAPITA MSW

ROME 1.5 lbs.

HAMBURG 2 lbs.

PARIS 2.5 lbs.

TOKYO 3.0 lbs.

1 1

0 0.5

Other
Wastes

I

1 1.5 2.5 3 3.5 4

#7 MSW COMPONENTS

Durable
Goods

011Itijo
,4000011111

............... 41111 1

........................................................... ..................

Containers &
Packaging

Nondurable
Goods

Source: Ihe Solid Wasle Management Problem A Primer on
Municipal Solid Waste Management. Council tor Solid Waste Solutions
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#6 MSW AND DIMINISHING
LANDFILL CAPACITY

CURREN 1 LAND1.11 APAC1TY

1988 1990 1992 1994 1996

1,11, I Ilk `nil id \ I.iuuieuiiuiul 11,110n, \ \
Solid Vwdsiti Slanagement. Council lot Solid \Sao,: Solutions

1998 2000

#8 PACKAGING AND CONTAINERS
DECLINE AS MSW COMPONENT
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W.` 1970

Nondurables Packaging

NI 1986

Source rho Solid Waste Management Problem. A Printer on
Municipal Solid Waste Management. Council lor Solid Wiste Solutions
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